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A company rooted in the craft of

The first sign of change is the Totem

modular system of headwall, simple to

excellence. The careful working

Hydra. Presented at Expo in Shanghai,

assemble, prefabricated, prewired, and

of wood, iron, stainless steel,

it rapidly established itself on the

certified.

plastics, laminates and Corian.

market of vertical bed-head beams for

Over time our range has expanded,

its innovative features. Careful design,

Casaluci Healthcare is already working

thanks to fruitful collaboration with

great attention to detail, coupled with

on developing THE NEXTSYSTEM

prestigious architectural firms and

simple installation, and the capability

project, with advanced solutions for

established designers, elevating the

for specific customisation. The Totem

differing health environments: from the

attention to detail, the precision of

Hydra is a practical and versatile

emergency room to the general wards

our achievements, expanding the

solution, providing refined and discrete

and specialist care facilities.

versatility of our solutions.

aesthetics for the full range of hospital
environments.

From the design and manufacture
of furniture, to interior design, from

This is how the sector of the

major production showrooms and

company exclusively dedicated

trade shows to the realisation of

to healthcare was born. Design,

furnishings for hospital departments.

research and development of

The philosophy of tailor-made is

innovative, technologically advanced

always at the centre of what we do,

products for the needs of health

inclined towards the realisation of

care professionals and patients. The

entire projects and related services.

choice to concentrate on this, THE

Anticipating times and solutions,

NEXTSYSTEM segment generates an

foreseeing and planning for the needs

excellent balance between technology

of the coming years.

and design, providing an innovative

DESIGN

Casaluci Healthcare combines artisan
traditions with innovation and technology.
The focus of our design approach is to plan
to anticipate in order to answer the needs
of operators, patients and the market with a
broad and flexible range of options.
Advanced use of 3D technology enables
the verification of the entire process to be
put into production, identifying the most
appropriate solution for different installation
requirements.
Our environments are designed and
manufactured entirely in-house with great
attention to detail. They are uniquely tailored
for construction companies, healthcare
professionals, as well as for patients and their
families.

CASALUCI / DESIGN
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PRODUCTION

THE NEXTSYSTEM is entirely designed and
produced by Casaluci Healthcare, subjected
to all the necessary tests and controls for
certification. The use of highly specialised
human resources in the numerous design
controls, allows management of the entire
production process and ensures delivery of a
high quality product made entirely in Italy.

CASALUCI / PRODUCTION
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HOSPITALS THAT CHANGE

The nature of healthcare facilities is

THE NEXTSYSTEM combines the functional

constantly changing as it responds to the

needs of the environment with a design that

ever increasing demand, and therefore, must

reconfigures traditional clinical aspects and

adapt to the care-needs appropriate for

surpasses them.

many different diseases. This rapidly evolving
environment requires a greater degree of

Thanks to the advanced prefabricated

flexibility of approach, while at the same

system we employ, THE NEXTSYSTEM

time minimising expense and discomfort,

caters to the next generation of hospitals,

in order to accommodate rapidly evolving

providing designers with a highly configurable

medical care technologies. Looking to the

and technically updatable platform.

future of medical care environments, for us,
means patient-friendly environments and
new opportunities for providing care through
design innovation. Hospital administrations
inherently know that the care experience they
provide must be as pleasant and welcoming
for patients and their families as possible.
The choice of design, use of natural materials
and lighting are important elements of the
therapeutic process rendering a hospital stay
more welcoming and comfortable.

An ever in-balance
alliance between
design and
technology: this, for
us, is the appropriate
response to change.

change

design

technology
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
DESIGN
Technology
Strength

THE NEXTSYSTEM of Casaluci Healthcare
is an integrated project that innovates the
space in a hospital room making for a more
pleasant hospital stay.
The headwall and wallsystem are modular
and versatile, the customisable design
enables complete freedom in-line with the
necessary ductility of modern care systems.
Technology and design not only allow a
functional modularity to meet different
needs, but also promote greater simplicity in
the reconfiguration and implementation of
the different elements.
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DESIGN

modularity

lighting

colour

material

ergonomics

structure

functionality

flexibility

sustainability

TECHNOLOGY
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Simple to setup in
the planning stage,
our systems support
implementation of
solutions which meet
widely differing needs
and requirements.

THE NEXTSYSTEM
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DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
STRENGTH
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MODULES

COLOURS

The modular system is simple to

The use of colours responds to the

configure in the planning stage and can

aesthetic and functional requirements. The

be implemented according to the precise

colours characterise the metallic structure

needs of our clients.

offering a minimalist, contemporary design

The system optimises the available space.

imprint. The different coloured panels

The Nextsystem is also designed to be

differentiate the different functional areas:

transformed and re-organised, allowing

clinical, patients, family members.

easy and economical reconfiguration of the
space within hospital wards.

Lighting
The effective LED lighting system,

ERGONOMICS

designed to enhance the well-being of an

The ergonomics of the system facilitates

environment, replaces traditional lighting

and simplifies patient care in the clinic

approaches. A home automated, touch

without interfering with the position of the

control device allows you to easily adjust

bed. The equipment supplied is arranged

the intensity and direction of light.

so as to favour visibility and ease of use by
the operator.
MATERIALS
The materials selected for the external
walls are subjected to antibacterial
treatment, rendering them suitable for
the healthcare environment. The surfaces
in Corian, glass and HPL make cleaning
operations easier, ensuring a perfectly
sanitised space. The antibacterial silicon
gasket between the panels ensures

The prefabricated steel
structure is designed to
simplify and speed-up
assembly.

continuity between the surfaces.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / DESIGN
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / DESIGN

It is designed and
manufactured entirely
in-house, subject to
strict controls and all
the necessary tests,
allowing us to certify
the product to the
highest achievable
levels of quality.

DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
STRENGTH
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STRUCTURE
The prefabricated steel structure is
designed to simplify and speed-up
assembly.
Functionality
A functional system of headwalll
and wallsystem. It is supplied wired.
The materials used are suitable for

The functional
system of headwall,
wallsystem and
casework perfectly
unite design and
technology.

environmental health.
Flexibility
The modular system develops maximum
compositional flexibility thanks to a wide
range of functional items, materials,
finishes and colours, all used to create a
variety of configurations. A nature-inspired
colour palette favours good perception on
the part of the patient, positively affecting
their mood-state.
Sustainability
One of the key design ideas inspired by the
modular system is to reduce waste and
lengthen the life-cycle of the product.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / TECHNOLOGY
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DESIGN
TECHNOLOGY
STRENGTH
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / STRENGHT

Flexible

Antibacterial

A medical space that is perfect today

High performance resistant materials

will not be perfect in the future. The

with high antibacterial properties.

NEXTSYSTEM is a flexible modular system

Reliable modules made with overlapping

capable to adapt to changing needs. Its

geometries to minimize the penetration

elements are able to be remodulated

of liquids. Antibacterial silicon seals with

simply, the utilities are accessible

coplanar surfaces ensure maximum

and implementable making for easy

cleanliness.

substitution in the eventuality of damage.
Resistant
Maintainable

THE NEXTSYSTEM has been designed

THE NEXTSYSTEM allows quick access

and built to meet the needs of healthcare

to the wall cavities by simply removing

environments, with the best materials on

the coverings. Which means fewer

the market, robust and certified in Class 1

interruptions and less downtime.

fire rating.
Certified
THE NEXTSYSTEM is certified as a medical
device Class IIB and complies with EU
Directives 93/42/CEE.
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NEXTSYSTEM
THE

flexible

maintainable

certified

antibacterial

resistant
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS

In recent years hospital design has
considerably changed. The strategic
priority is to humanise the space, in which
the use of colours and colour solutions
is important. Pleasant, soft textures that
positively affect the patient’s wellbeing
replace the cold, clinical white. Recent
studies have shown that the process of
humanisation of hospital facilities and the
use of colour can alleviate the sense of
unease and instability that characterise the
condition of the patient, steering it towards
a more positive attitude.

A hospital must be a
pleasant, welcoming
environment where
the patients and staff
who work there feel
at ease. The colours
and lights distract the
patient from the pain
and distress he feels
(Tronquist Jorrit).

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
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The heart of THE NEXTSYSTEM is in the
ideal room. The surface is the interface of
technology. Innovation provides the solution.
Apart from the aesthetics, the functionality
and accessibility to the instruments. The
atmosphere is intimate, friendly, versatile
and flexible. Colours and materials mark
out the different areas. Attention to detail is
everywhere.

THE NEXTSYSTEM
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The unique design
combines the rigorous
lines of the exterior
surfaces with colour
combinations and
finishes of panels.
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The colours and materials used, divide the
spaces help to differentiate the various
functional areas. All necessary accessories
are positioned to ensure ease of movement
and instant access to the instrumentation,
providing the patient added convenience.
Opposite the bed is an emotive area
guaranteed to relax.

THE NEXTSYSTEM
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HEADWALL

HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
RECOVERY LAY OUT

CLINICAL AREA 2

Patient’S Area

WALLSYSTEMS

FAMILY AREA
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS

CLINICAL AREA 1

The concept of an ideal room. The colours
delimiting the passage to the different
areas dedicated to patients, medical staff
and family members. A pleasant and
welcoming atmosphere is created. The
choice between the chromatics and the
particular connection to the lights affords

PATIENT AREA

CLINICAL AREA 1

PATIENT’S AREA

CLINICAL AREA 2

FAMILY AREA

WALLSYSTEMS

serenity and tranquility.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
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HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
ERGONOMICS
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS

1800

ZONA ERGONOMICA

1664

1216

496

450

3

2b

1

2a

1. PATIENT’S AREA

2. CLINICAL AREA

Characterised, by the particular attention

The accessibility and disposition of the

to service position, alleviates difficulties.

utilities allows maximum visibility and

The disposition is latterly connected to the

ergonomics. All switches and plugs are

position of the bed, providing the highest

connected inside the ergonomic area for

level of comfort for the patient.

ease of use of the health care staff.

The modules are fitted with an easily

2a. The clinical service modules are

managed lighting system: atmosphere

adapted primarily for patient care:

lighting, reading/examination, night

medical gas switches, electric switches,

lighting, together with various lighting

data press.

levels for emergency.

2b. Modules are adapted for adjacent
services dedicated to patient care
and alternative medical positions and
needs.
3. FAMILY AREA
For family members who may stay in the
room, dedicated areas are positioned with
shelves, portable objects, electric switches
and light switches.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
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THE NEXTSYSTEM

THE NEXTSYSTEM provides for the needs
of the hospital staff with three different
possibilities.

HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
Composite Headwall Layout

Headwall to the floor H2300. The total
height of the panel is 2300mm, skirting
board 150mm, access to the cabling is at
the back.
Suspended Headwall. Total height of the
panel is 2300mm, the distance from the
floor 300mm, access to cabling is at the
back.
Floor Headwall H2600. Total height of the
panel is 2600mm, skirting board 150mm,
adapted superior components that allow
clearance for greater heights. Access to
cabling is higher up.
The modules are available in different sizes:
550mm, 600mm, 800mm, 1200mm, and
1300mm.

2600
2300

2300

300

100
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS

100

C

(A)
Under-structure

(A+B)
Utility box

(A+B+C)
COVER

DOUBLE ROOM

B

SINGLE ROOM

A

1850

3900

2400

5000

2950

5000

PATIENT’S AREA

CLINICAL AREA

FAMILY AREA

6100

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
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HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
STRUCTURE
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SELF-LEVELING BASE

silver aluminum, these are fixed to the

levels for the electrical box, medical

substructure with self-tapping screws.

gas outlets, light sources and call

Is the element in which the entire

system.

structure is placed. It consists of three

MODULE–FRAME

It is possible to install reinforcements

12/10 THK galvanised steel sheets

to enable the installation of monitor

coupled together with a telescopic

Made of a galvanised steel structure

supports, suspended bedside tables,

structure equipped with an integrated

12/10, composed of mullions and

wash basins, wall units, base units and

leveling device.

transoms. The precise geometry

columns.

Complete with adjustable feet. The

ensures all maintenance operations

The system allows technicians to

upper level is provided with slotted

and easy implementation of the

be implemented by integrating the

holes at a constant level, suitable

system. The mast is arranged for the

number of boxes.

for fixing the modular frames to be

special snap.

All modules are delivered pre-

superimposed later. In the front there

The geometry guarantees all the

assembled with accessories.

are stainless steel clips which are then

operations from maintenance to

The only assembling requirements

used to attach the final stainless steel

implementation of the system.

are the positioning and locking of the

socket sheet covering 8/10THK.

The mast is compatible with special

plinth, connecting it to its destination

The side locks of the base-sheet have a

clip inserts for fixing structural

and to the external wall system.

thickness of 30/10 and are in anodized

horizontal crosspieces at different

Medical gas utensil

Electric box

Electric box

Electric box

Electric box

Self Levelling base

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND HEADSYSTEMS
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HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
CLADDING
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND HEADSYSTEMS

HIGHER PROFILE TERMINAL

CLADDING

Consists of two interlocking profiles.

THE NEXT SYSTEM is distinguished

adapted to medical utensils. The

Made of galvanized sheet steel

by the choice of materials used and for

antibacterial materials are long

20/10THK, powder-coated epoxy 80

the study of an innovative geometrical

lasting as the ions present within the

microns RAL 9003 (white finish), and

configuration that makes the product

compound are released progressively.

a front profile of extruded aluminum

fully antibacterial.

The smooth surfaces make cleaning

bacteria and mold on the surface of
the silicone rendering them practically

painted and equipped with gasket

easier.

sealing.

There is a superimposed mass
between the joins of the panels to

THE SIDE PROFILE IS CLOSED

reduce the eventuality of permeation of
liquids in non-visible areas preventing

Made from a stainless steel sheet. The

the spread of bacteria.

sheet is fixed by inserting galvanised

The vertical joints have an anti-

stainless still pins into the sheet

bacterial silicone “PLATINIC PE 3621”.

that once inserted, make the profile
practical and safe.

Additives in the form of silver ions
neutralize the growth of microbes,

Higher Profile Terminal
Cladding

The side profile is closed

Basamento autolivvelante

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND HEADSYSTEMS
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HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS
PATIENT FORMS
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND HEADSYSTEMS

HEADWALL / Accessories modules
WALLSYSTEMS / Accessories modules
HEADWALL AND WALLSYSTEMS / Accessories modules

550

600

800

550

1300

800

CLINICAL AREA

PATIENT AREA

600

1200

coat hanger

TV

1300

1200
FAMILY AREA

800

1200

1200

DESK

1200

PHOTOGRAPHIC PANELS

800/1200

550
wardrobe

1200

BESIDE
CABINET

TOTEM

DESK

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL AND HEADSYSTEMS

SHELVES
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

Materials are a fundamental element in the
perception of space. The woods used in the
furnishings are designed to create a warm
familiar atmosphere.
The patient is immersed in a feeling of wellbeing. Corian glass, HPL, not only respond
to ever increasing needs but they also
concentrate on the safety and health of the
new concept centres.
In environments where the lighting is
essential. The quality of light affects the
well-being of the patient and facilitates
health care. Atmosphere lighting, reading
and guidance lighting. Night: no details,
aesthetics and technology is left to chance.
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MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

CORIAN®, DUPONT™
SOLID SURFACE
GRAND BROWN
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01

TEMPERED
PAINTED
SAFTEY GLASS

ELECTRIC PLATE
TECHNOPOLYMER
ANTIBACTERIAL

CORIAN®, DUPONT™
SOLID SURFACE
PEARL GRAY

PUSHBUTTON
NAVILUX®
GLASS WITH
TOUCH CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY

CORIAN®, DUPONT™
SOLID SURFACE
BERYL BLUE

Stainless steel
place aisi 304

COMPACT HPL
PANEL AND LIGHT
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

In THE NEXTSYSTEM the materials used
to realise the panels in the Headwall
and Wallsystems are: Corian, GLASS,
COMPACT HPL and HPL COMPOSITE.
.

CORIAN PANELS

Properly treated, it is scratch resistant,

The DuPont ™ Corian® is a composite

shockproof, anti-abrasive, and compared

of advanced minerals and natural acrylic

to other materials used, it best preserves

resins, primarily in tri-hydrate aluminum.

its aesthetic appearance against chemical

The material is inert, hypoallergenic,

and mechanical treatments, and more-

non-toxic and possesses inherent flame

over, it is completely recyclable.

retardant properties, adequate for the
fight against unknown infections. It is

THE NEXTSYSTEM wall is coated in a

hygienic and complies with demanding

glass plate that has a plate of galvanised

requirements of environmental health.

sheet 10/10 thick as a support. The glass

The performance of DuPont ™ Corian®

is tempered ensuring absolute safety, ESG

has also been certified by the Independent

8mm thick, with an underlying surface

German organization LG + A QualiTest

screen printed or painted to achieve the

GmbH. Rigorous tests comparing fungus

desired colour.

and bacteria and the ease of cleaning has
rendered the product higher than those

The combination is obtained by applying

used normally in healthcare products.

a uniform layer of a saline-based

It is hygienically certified under

modified polymer sealant. Fixing it to the

International Standard DIN EN ISO 846.

substructure is done by hooking the panel

The Corian® DuPont inside there are

from top to bottom onto a shaping rack

special tempered steel threads coated in

on the panel. These verticle slots give the

the material which respond to expansion

structure a self-centering movement.

and contractions. Two vertical racks, one
for each side, in galvanised steel 10/10 THK

HPL COMPACT PANEL

are fixed to the panel using metric screws,

The 12mm THK compact HPL laminated

one for each insert.

panels have a high density (≥ 1, 35 g/cm3)

Mounting the substructure takes place by

and boast exceptional characteristics,

a top to bottom movement: the upright

mechanically, physically and chemically

slotting makes a self-centering movement.

resistant.

The Corian® DuPont ™ panels are

They are easy to work with and require

compliant to Euroclass standards for

minimum maintenance. The panel consists

reaction to fire B – S1, D0.

of layers of cellulose fibre impregnated
with thermosetting resins. The layers

GLASS PANELS

are bonded together by simultaneously

Glass is a natural, environmentally friendly

applying heat (140/150°C) and pressure

material, it has a smooth surface that is

for various determined times depending on

easy to clean and resistant to chemicals

the type of lamination.

and the use of aggressive detergents used
in hospitals.
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / MATERIALS

This creates a material that is stable,

The material with this finish is protected

homogeneous, non-porous, and highly

against microbe growth around-the-clock.

dense, with physical and chemical

It is a product that is known well and widely

characteristics completely different to its

used in hospital environments.

original components, giving exceptional

The antiseptic aspects extracted from

resistance to scratching, shock, abrasive

the silver is fundamental for hospital

chemicals and heat.

environments.
More than 99.9% of bacteria is destroyed.

It is highly hygienic and antibacterial. The

The effectiveness was tested on 7 bacteria

antibacterial Sanitized® treatment uses a

under the direction of JIS Z 2801. In

silver phosphate technology, this makes it

particular:

adaptable for several applications required

Escherichia coli ATCC 8739; Enterococcus

in hospital environments.

hirae ATCC 8043; Listeria monocytogenes
ATCC 15313; Staphylococcus aureus (

The HPL cladding panels have a particular

MRSA ) ATCC 33592; Staphylococcus

treatment in the rear area. Threads

aureus ATCC 6538; Mycobacterium

are immersed in thermic steel giving it

smegmatis ATCC 19420; Salmonella

particularly high resistance to traction.

enteritidis ATCC 13076.

Two vertical galvanized steel frames, 10/10

The HPL cover panels are compliant with

THK are attached on either side using

Euroclass standards for Fire reaction B -

metric screws, one for each insert.

S1, D0.

It is mounted onto hooks from top to
bottom and special pin holes give the
cladding a self-centering movement
HPL LIGHT PANELS
The HPL light panel is a sandwich
composed of three layers of materials.
The internal support in MDF and two
layers of HPL 1mm THK, develop an overall
thickness of 12mm.
The performance of the HPL light panel
is almost equivalent to the HPL compact
panel, in terms of mechanical, physical and
chemical resistance, and affords for easy
cleaning of the external surface. This panel
can also be treated with the antibacterial
Sanitized® silver phosphate technology.
The internal part of the panels are fitted
with a frame made from 10/10 THK
galvanized steel sheets which are then
fixed to the panel with EURO screws.
It is mounted from top to bottom on hooks.
The special pin holes give the panel a selfcentering movement.
Antibacterial Sanitized® Treatment®
The Sanitized® technology is based on the
active ingredient of silver phosphate glass
that can be built directly into the substrate.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / MATERIALS
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

THE NEXTSYSTEM panels are available in
a range of colours and shades chosen with
particular care providing a perception of
space.
The spectrum of colours are inspired by
nature: green and azure tones, intense
brick reds, a scale of refined greys, all
taken from warm and cool tones that
communicate a pleasant sensation of wellbeing, relaxation and equilibrium.
The combination of natural wood finishings
and HPL all contribute to reinforcing
the well-being and comfort of a home
environment, positively influencing the
patient’s mood.
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / COLOURS
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

The colours and
textures from
this scheme have
been obtained
from samples of
their respective
manufacturers and
have only indicative
values.
*homogenised
floor cladding with
high PVC content,
compressed and
pressed.
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / COLOURS

AREA CLINICA

AREA PAZIENTE

AREA FAMILIARI

PEARL GRAY

BERYL BLUE

PEARL GRAY

ACCESSORI

PANNELLI

RIVESTIMENTO*

GRAND BROWN

EGGER
H1796

WHITE PEPPER
COD. 5312

BERYL BLUE

CHIC
AUBERGINE

EGGER
H1796

WHITE PEPPER
COD. 5312

MIXDIM
COD. 5310

PEARL GRAY

SERPENTINE
GREEN

BERYL BLUE

CHIC
AUBERGINE

EGGER
H1796

CARDAMON
COD. 5347

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

PRIVATE GRAY

SERPENTINE
GREEN

BLOOMING
GREEN

GRAND BROWN

EGGER
H1796

CARDAMON
COD. 5347

PAPRIKA
COD. 5375

PRIVATE GRAY

SERPENTINE
GREEN

BLOOMING
GREEN

CHIC
AUBERGINE

EGGER
H1796

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

CHERVIL
COD. 5357

PRIVATE GRAY

SEAGRASS

CHIC
AUBERGINE

EGGER
H1796

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

PRIVATE GRAY

SEAGRASS

BLOOMING
GREEN

CHIC
AUBERGINE

EGGER
H1796

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

CHERVIL
COD. 5357

PRIVATE GRAY

SEAGRASS

BLOOMING
GREEN

GRAND BROWN

EGGER
H1796

CARDAMON
COD. 5347

CHERVIL
COD. 5357

PEARL GRAY

ATHENA GRAY

CHIC
AUBERGINE

DISTINCT
TAN

EGGER
H1796

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

PEARL GRAY

CLAY

ATHENA GRAY

GRAND BROWN

EGGER
H1796

WHITE PEPPER
COD. 5312

01

02
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07

08

09

10
MIXDIM
COD. 5310

THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

The recovery room represents the patients
area and at the same time care and
medical assistant facility. Versatile lighting
requirements are met, depending on a wide
range of needs.
The base configuration compliments
ambient ceiling lighting, wall lighting for
reading and emergency lighting placed in
proximity to the bed. Also provided is an
integrated indirect light placed above the
wall and LED RGB illumination for colour
therapy to improve the comfort and overall
quality of the room.
A LED spot light, situated near the patient
facilitates illumination for reading or for
conversation.
Reference legislation: DIN EN12464-1 and
DIN 5035-3

Navilux® Glass
pushbutton control
with touch control
technology.
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

The management system of the NAVILUX
Light Touch control with audio and visual
feedback technology meets the needs of
patients and medical staff.
The ambient light is adjusted through the
use of default settings. A special glass
plaque embedded in the wall allows the
management of the different settings.

Navilux® Glass
pushbutton control
with touch control
technology.
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ATMOSPHERIC

READING/EXAMINATION

RGB

NIGHT

EMERGENCY

ENVIRONMENT
LED 20 W
100 EMLUX
Pleasant spacial perception
Direct
Homogeneous
Anti-glare

THE NEXTSYSTEM / LIGHTING
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

Chromatic variability
LED 17w
Relaxing
Intensity adjusted according to age
Direct
Anti-glare
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / LIGHTING

THE NEXTSYSTEM / LIGHTING
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
MATERIALS
COLOURS
LIGHTING

Reading/examination
LED 13w
Complex and therapy 1000 EmLux
Swiveling
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THE NEXTSYSTEM / LIGHTING

Night Orientation
LED 1.7W
5 Emlux
Direct
Homogeneous
Anti-glare

Reading/examination
LED 38.7 W
300 EmLux
Dimmer
Asymmetric
Clearly defined
Anti-glare
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THE NEXTSYSTEM /
HEADWALL SPECIALIST AND CASEWORK
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Declared by the specialist wards THE

management of emergency and safety

NEXTSYSTEM amplifies the potential of

at work. The Nextsystem specialises

the system. It makes use of the wide range

in the functional organisation of space

of modules designed for the inpatients

avoiding overlap of the areas or corridors,

areas and further implements elements

or the primary activities with those of the

and accessories that allow the composition

secondary.

of new configurations to the headwall and

Moreover the sanitation module

casework, functional for the designated

meets safety needs, avoiding risk from

environments and the critical areas, the

contamination.

surgeries and emergency rooms.
The elements (base, wall, column) are
perfectly compatible with the prefabricated
and flexible headwall structure. New
emerging ergonomic compositions for
the response to the needs of doctors
and medical staff. In particular the
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ACCESSORIES BAR
The modules can be equipped with a
horizontal bar to fasten the accessories
and medical apparatus. The bar is made
from anodised aluminum (the track section
is 25x10mm) which is firmly fixed to the
substructure. Thanks to the design of the
fastenings the front panel can be unclipped
at any time..
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HEADWALL SPECIALIST
ERGONOMICS
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ZONA ERGONOMICA

1800

450

2b

1

2a

1. PATIENT AREA

2. CLINICAL AREA

Taking into consideration the presence

The clinical equipment is positioned to

of the bed, careful attention was paid in

allow good visibility and ergonomics.

the design phase to the position of the

Sockets, switches and devices are placed

apparatus in the specialist headwall. The

inside ergonomic flow area to ease use for

apparatus is placed laterally and at a

the medical staff.

comfortable height for the medical staff to
gain access.

2a. The modules with clinical services
for primary patient care: medical gas
sockets, electrical sockets, accessory
bar and the support monitor.
2b. Modules with additional services
dedicated to patient care and
accessories for medical devices.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL SPECIALIST
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SELF-LEVELING BASE
Is the element in which the entire structure

HEADWALL SPECIALIST
STRUCTURE AND CLADDING

is placed. It consists of three 12/10 THK
galvanised steel sheets coupled together
with a telescopic structure equipped with an
integrated leveling device.
Complete with adjustable feet. The upper level
is provided with slotted holes at a constant
level, suitable for fixing the modular frames
to be superimposed later. In the front there
are stainless steel clips which are then used
to attach the final stainless steel socket sheet
covering 8/10THK.
The side locks of the base-sheet have a
thickness of 30/10 and are in anodised silver
aluminum, these are fixed to the substructure
with self-tapping screws.
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MODULE—FRAME

wash basins, wall units, base units and

between the joins of the panels to

Made of a galvanised steel structure

columns.

reduce the eventuality of permeation of

12/10, composed of mullions and

The system allows technicians to

liquids in non-visible areas preventing

transoms. The precise geometry

be implemented by integrating the

the spread of bacteria. The vertical

ensures all maintenance operations

number of boxes.

joins have an anti-bacterial silicone

and easy implementation of the

All modules are delivered pre-

“PLATINIC PE 3621”.

system. The mast is arranged for the

assembled with accessories.

special snap.

The only assembling requirements

Additives in the form of silver ions

The geometry guarantees all the

are the positioning and locking of the

neutralize the growth of microbes,

operations from maintenance to

plinth, connecting it to its destination

bacteria and mold on the surface of

implementation of the system.

and connection to the external wall

the silicone rendering them practically

The mast is compatible with special

system.

adapted to medical utensils. The

clip inserts for fixing structural

antibacterial materials are long

horizontal crosspieces at different

CLADDING

lasting as the ions present within the

levels for the electrical box, medical

THE NEXTSYSTEM is distinguished for

compound are released progressively.

gas outlets, light sources and call

its choice of materials, using studied

The smooth surface makes it easy to

system.

innovating geometric configurations

clean.

It is possible to install reinforcements

that make the product antibacterial.

to enable the installation of monitor
supports, suspended bedside tables,

There is a superimposed mass

THE NEXTSYSTEM / HEADWALL SPECIALIST
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THE NEXTSYSTEM allows configuration of
elements to achieve optimum combination

CASEWORK

of casework.
Declared by specialist wards for its wide
selections of elements (base, wall and
columns) customised to respond to the
needs of medical staff. The elements are
integrated by size, choice of materials,
structure and panels of the headwall.
Adequate initial design allows configuration
of the headwall also in following stages
depending on the various needs.
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SIDE ABS

STEEL HINGES

Internal ABS side trays injected mold

Made with a steel frame and tempered zinc

polymer (60x40cm), available in three

casted aluminum, angle opening of 270°

heights. Compliant with International

and 3D adjustment system. Mechanical

Standard ISO 3394, 1984.

closing devises are used.

.

CLINCAL AREA

PATIENT AREA

ACCESSORIES

CLADDING

SEAGRASS

BLOOMING
GREEN

CHIC
AUBERGINE

WHITE PEPPER
COD. 5312

BLOOMING
GREEN

CITRUS ORANG

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CASEWORK
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ELECTRONIC LOCK
Equipped with LED lighting: blue light
acceptance, red light error message.
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DISPENSER
A soap and sanitiser dispenser combines
design and technology perfectly integrating
the full range of THE NEXTSYSTEM. It is a
touchless dispensing pump.
ELECTRONIC TAPS
Rounded and compact shape designed for
easy cleaning. A photocell system allows
the flow of water. A lever is equipped
in case of failure or electrical problems
rendering it always useful.
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THE NEXTSYSTEM /
CRITICAL CARE
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MODULO CPU
Electronic motor device with remote
access for clinical.
Consists of a keyboard, monitor and CPU.
The keyboard is fitted with a door in open
position that supports the ergonomic
design of the entire module. A LED lighting
system that helps access to the keyboard.
The opening is accessed through sensors.
The entire system is protected by an
electronic lock that denies access to
unauthorised personnel.

ELECTRONIC LOCK
Equipped with LED lighting: blue for
acceptance, red for error.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE
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HANDLES
Molded in DuPont ™ Corian® in a single
element for hygiene. Colour coordinated
for different compartments.
SINKS AND WORK SURFACES
Made from 12mm THK DuPont ™ Corian®.
The doors are provided with drip perimeter
and raised welded rears for maximum
sanitation.
Even the bathtub is in DuPont ™ Corian®
thermoformed and welded to the floor.
TECHNICAL MODULE
The sink drain assembly is made of a 10/10
THK galvanised steel sheet, epoxy powdercoated doors.
DOORS AND DRAWERS
Made of 12mm THK DuPont ™ tempered
glass mirrors integrated into the panels.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE
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The World Health Organisation for prevention
of infections has defined important actions for
health professionals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

before contact with patient;
before antiseptic task;
before exposure to bodily fluids;
after patient contact;
a result of contact with elements in the
vicinity of the patient.
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HEADWALL AND CASEWORK
LAYOUT CRITICAL CARE

860

450
100

2300

860

150

450

800

100
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800

800

2600/3000

2300

150

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE

CLINICAL AREA 1

AREA PAZIENTE

AREA CLINICA 2

PATIENT’S AREA

AREA CLINICA 1

CLINICAL AREA 2

AREA STAFF MEDICO

MEDICAL STAFF AREA
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Numerous accessories are necessary
for the various care settings and the

HEADWALL E CASEWORK
ERGONOMIA

headwall is characterised for the different
departments.
Designed for healthcare professionals
and doctors, the system supports clinical
apparatus, at the same time optimising the
disposition of the material more frequently
used.
THE NEXTSYSTEM critical care has a
horizontal accessory bar to attach the
apparatus at any point in the system.
Strengths:
A wide variety of clinical accessories;
Organisation and functionality of
equipment essential to patient care;
Wall ergonomics with flexibility for
anchoring accessories;
Ease of use;
Optomisation and assistance in patient
care;
Reduced assembly time.
The system allows the insertion of monitors
where necessary on dual channels,
horizontal or vertical. Equipment and
medical devices can be adjusted by height
without affecting the masonry wall.
The medical module is dedicated to
sanitation comprising of one room which
has two compartments, one for gloves and
the other for detergents. The unit has a
surface for placing objects, a compartment
for waste and an opening for the integrated
electronics.
The equipment allows you to perform all
sanitizing operations necessary to avoid
contact with surfaces in accordance to
OMS regulations.
The sanitation module is installed with
touchless technology and an electronic
sanitising dispenser.
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ERGONOMIC AREA

1800

450

3

2b

1

2a

1. PATIENT AREA

2. CLINICAL AREA

Careful attention was paid in the design

The clinical equipment is positioned to

phase to the position of the apparatus in

allow good visibility and ergonomics.

the specialist headwall. The apparatus are

Sockets, switches and devices are placed

placed laterally and at a comfortable height

inside ergonomic flow area to ease use for

for the medical staff to gain access.

the medical staff.
2a. The modules with clinical services
for primary patient care: medical gas
sockets, electrical sockets, accessory
bar and the support monitor.
2b. Modules with additional services
dedicated to patient care and
accessories for medical devices.
3. MEDICAL STAFF AREA
Modules are provided with additional
facilities for medics, computers, gel
dispensers, glove boxes and waste units.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE
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THE NEXTSYSTEM
HEADWALL AND CASEWORK
LAYOUT COMPOSITION

THE NEXTSYSTEM is available in three
different possibilities for specialised areas.
Headwall to floor H 2300
Total wall height 2300mm
150mm plinth, input systems in the back.
Suspended Headwall
Total wall height 2300mm, 300mm from
the floor with input systems in the back.
Headwall to floor H2600
Total wall height 2600mm, accessories
placed at higher levels than the other
headwalls, input systems in the back.
The modules are available in different sizes:
550 mm, 600 mm, 660 mm, 800 mm,
1200 mm, 1300 mm.
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HIGH INTENSITY

MEDIUM INTENSITY

LOW INTENSITY

2900

2400

2400

2600
HEADWALL

2300

150

MEDICAL STAFF AREA
2300

860

150
1260

TECHNICAL PANEL
CASEWORK

2300

860

150
2400

TECHNICAL PANEL
2300

860
150
450

2460

100

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE
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SELF-LEVELING BASE
Is the element in which the entire structure
is placed. It consists of three 12/10 THK

HEADWALL
CLADDING

galvanised steel sheets coupled together
with a telescopic structure equipped with
an integrated leveling device.
Complete with adjustable feet. The upper
level is provided with slotted holes at
a constant level, suitable for fixing the
modular frames to be superimposed
later. In the front there are stainless steel
clips which are then used to attach the
final stainless steel socket sheet covering
8/10THK.
The side locks of the base-sheet have a
thickness of 30/10 and are in anodized
silver aluminum, these are fixed to the
substructure with self-tapping screws.
MODULE—FRAME
Made of a galvanised steel structure 12/10,
composed of mullions and transoms. The
precise geometry ensures all maintenance
operations and easy implementation of
the system. The mast is arranged for the
special snap.
The geometry guarantees all the operations
from maintenance to implementation of
the system.
The mast is compatible with special clip
inserts for fixing structural horizontal
crosspieces at different levels for the
electrical box, medical gas outlets, light
sources and call system.
It is possible to install reinforcements to
enable the installation of monitor supports,
suspended bedside tables, wash basins,
wall units, base units and columns.
The system allows technicians to be
implemented by integrating the number of
boxes.
All modules are delivered pre-assembled
with accessories.
The only assembling requirements are
the positioning and locking of the plinth,
connecting it to its destination and
connection to the external wall system.
UPPER PROFILE TERMINAL
Consists of two interlocking profiles. Made
of galvanised sheet steel (20/10 THK),
powder-coated epoxy (80 microns) RAL
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9003 (white finish), and a front profile

There is a superimposed mass

of extruded aluminum painted and

between the joins of the panels to

equipped with gasket sealing.

reduce the eventuality of permeation of
liquids in non-visible areas preventing

THE SIDE CLOSED PROFILE

the spread of bacteria. The vertical

Made from a stainless steel sheet. The

joins have an anti-bacterial silicone

sheet is fixed by inserting galvanised

“PLATINIC PE 3621”.

stainless steel pins into the sheet
that once inserted, make the profile

Additives in the form of silver ions

practical and safe.

neutralize the growth of microbes,
bacteria and mold on the surface of

CLADDING

the silicone rendering them practically

THE NEXTSYSTEM is distinguished by

adapted to medical utensils. The

the choice of materials used and for

antibacterial materials are long

the study of an innovative geometrical

lasting as the ions present within the

configuration that makes the product

compound are released progressively.

fully antibacterial.

The smooth surface makes it easy to
clean.

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE
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HEADWALL AND CASEWORK
MODULES AND CONTAINERS
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Casework / MODULES

HANGING BASES

ISO CONTAINERS

LOW INTENSITY

MEDIUM INTENSITY

HIGH INTENSITY

Headwall / MODULES

550
800

CLINCAL AREA

600
800
660

600

800

600

800
ISO CONTAINERS

WASHAND BASIN

Casework / MODULES

550
1200
PATIENT’S AREA

600

THE NEXTSYSTEM / CRITICAL CARE

800

600
SANIFICAZIONE

MONITOR CPU

1300
600
660

MEDICAL STAFF AREA

150

300

800

660

660
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A wide range of colours in shades that
characterise nature, blue, orange, purple,

CRITICAL CARE
COLOURS AND MATERIALS

azure. The colours circumscribes space,
identifies different accessories and adds
aesthetic value. Critical care areas should
be welcoming, bright and lively.

The colours and
textures from
this scheme have
been obtained
from samples of
their respective
manufacturers and
have only indicative
values.
*homogenised
floor cladding with
high PVC content,
compressed and
pressed.
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CLINCAL AREA

PATIENT AREA

STAFF AREA

ACCESSORIES

CLADDING

ETHEREAL
AZURE

CHIC
AUBERGINE

DIAMOND BLUE

GRAND BROWN

WHITE PEPPER
COD. 5312

LAVANDE
COD. 5368

CHIC
AUBERGINE

CITRUS ORANG

“For me, each nuance
of a colour is in some
way an individual, a
being who is not only
from the same race
as the base colour,
but who definitely
possesses a distinct
character and personal
soul.” Yves Klein
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CRITICAL CARE
ACCESSORIES

THE NEXTSYSTEM / ACCESSORIES

Infusion support with 4 hooks

Infusion suppor
(ICU – UNIT) – 4

Articulated arm with 23mm rings

Telescopic infusion with 3 hooks

Telescopic/Inclined infusion

BASKET

support with 4 hooks

THE NEXTSYSTEM / ACCESSORIES

Monitor shelf

Monitor shelf with drawer

SHELF

Monitor arm at fixed height

Monitor arm at fixed height

Monitor arm at fixed height

THE NEXTSYSTEM / ACCESSORIES

Monitor arm at various heights

Monitor arm at various heights

Monitor arm at various heights

Articulated scialytic lamp arm
for specialist visits

THE NEXTSYSTEM / ACCESSORIES
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